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Looking back on 2018 (it already seems like ages ago) there is good reason to 
expect another year of forward movement for remanufacturing. 

Within the industry itself, commitment and innovation are reaching ever higher 
levels. And in society in general, the concept of remanufacturing is continuing to 
gain support and popular acceptance for all the right reasons: As we are entering 
further into an age of understanding of the need for preserving the earth’s limited 
resources, hardly any industrial sector does this as well as remanufacturing. 
Remanufacturing, as the United Nations offi cially recognized in 2018, is now part 
of a true global strategy.

Remanufacturing helps optimising raw materials. It saves energy, reduces pollution 
and creates jobs. Remanufactured products offer affordable alternatives to more 
expensive original products. Reman extends the lifetimes of equipment used by 
millions of consumers in their daily lives. These societal, economic, environmental 
and professional benefi ts are universal. 

Let 2019 be the start of another chapter in the reman story. One where the public, 
organizations and consumers become increasingly aware of what  remanufacturing 
stands for, what it can achieve and what its benefi ts are.

This opens up new opportunities for all to promote the remanufacturing 
 industries. Not just as products and technologies but equally importantly as a 
concept for good across regional and national borders and across continents. 
 Solutions that have much to offer - regardless of geographical, cultural, political 
or fi nancial differences.

The strong initiatives undertaken by organizations like REMADE, RIT, RIC and 
MERA, as exemplifi ed by the fi rst global Reman Day in 2018, lay a solid  foundation 
for further progress. The challenge for the whole industry is to build on it. There is 
much more work to be done. But, in the end, it will be more than worth it.
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NEWS

ATP Becomes Authorised Dealer
to ZF Off-Highway Programme 
OE automotive systems manufacturer ZF 
has appointed the renowned brakes and 
electronic parts remanufacturing specialist, 
ATP Industries Group, as its authorised sales 
agent for the off-highway sector in the UK. 
The appointment is yet another feather in 
the hat for Cannock, Staffordshire-based 
ATP, which was honoured with the Remanu-
facturer of The Year in 2015. 

The agreement covers replacement parts 
for vehicles in construction and agriculture, 
as well as parts and components fitted to 
dockside container handling equipment and 
fork lift trucks. Gavin Donoghue, ZF’s 
Off-Highway Business Manager says there 
has been double digit sales growth in these 
markets over the last two years and more 
cover was needed.

“We’ve spent some time identifying 
companies with the appropriate skills sets, 
the right kind of industry experience and 

the best access to end users and operators. 
ATP is the name we came up with,” 
Donoghue said.

ZF has a parts and service partner in 
Ireland.

SUPPLY ROUTE
Already a supplier of large torque convert-
ers to ZF’s off highway parts remanufactur-
ing programme, ATP’s Off Highway division 
repairs and remanufactures a wide range of 
transmissions for off-highway and materials 
handling equipment, including torque 
converters of up to 450 mm diameter and 
over 90 kg in weight. 

ZF will continue to deal with the needs of 
large brands such as JCB and Terex Trucks, 
but ATP is now the supply route for 
replacement parts – both new and remanu-
factured - from customers with lower sales 
volume demands.

“If transmissions need to be remanufac-
tured, for example, ATP will manage the 
supply process,” said Donoghue. The actual 
remanufacturing of the products will 
continue to be handled by our service 
facility in Nottingham.” 

(Standing left) ATP Chairman Alan Smart, 
(right) Managing Director Tony Peck
(Front left) Sales Director Mark Bowen, 
(right) ZF’s Gavin O’Donoghue
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BBB Industries, one of the 
automotive remanufactur-
ing industry’s premier 
 businesses, is parting ways 
with senior executive Odd 
Joergenrud, who served 
as President and Chief 
Commercial Officer for the 
past two years.

As a result, the Alabama 
based company an-
nounced two executive 
promotions of Chris 
Garner and John Boyer, 
who will both report to CEO 
Duncan Gillis. Garner 
assumed the position of 
Executive Vice President of Sales and 
Boyer was named Executive Vice President 
of Marketing and Product Management.

“These promotions reflect our company’s 
commitment to excellence,” said Gillis. 

“Chris and John have 
been vital to BBB’s 
growth, and we are 
proud to recognize 
their contributions to 
our company’s success 
with these promo-
tions.”

According to a press 
release, Joergenrud 
left BBB to ‘pursue 
other interests’.

Founded in 1987, BBB 
Industries in Daphne, 
Alabama, is a major 
force in the remanu-

facturing of starters, alternators, hydraulic 
and air disc brake calipers, power steering 
products and turbochargers for the OEM, 
passenger and commercial vehicle after-
market industries. 

The International Imaging Technology 
Council (Int’l ITC) has named Mike Josiah 
chairman of its Standardized Test Methods 
Committee. Josiah, a leading industry 
technical expert for 32 years, succeeds 
Chairmen Dr. John Wyhof and Lester 
Cornelius.

“STMC is proud to have Mike take over 
the reins of STMC,” said Int’l ITC Executive 
Director Tricia Judge. “He’s been helping 
the industry achieve best practices for 
years, so no one is better suited to 
become our next chairman.” 

The International Imaging Technology 

Council represents the 
interests of the 
imaging supplies 
industry, including 
office machine retail 
and repair, office 
supply retail, comput-
er retail, repair and 
networking compa-
nies, and all related 
industry suppliers. 

It also administers the STMC quality 
initiative that assures consumers that 
cartridges have been tested according to 
the industry’s highest standards. 

The UK’s Society of Motor Manufacturers 
and Traders entered the new year under a 
new president. With effect from January 
1st Dr George Gillespie, President of 
HORIBA Automotive Test Systems, 
succeeded Executive Vice President Tony 

Walker, president 
of Toyota Motor 
Europe, as head 
of the UK’s most 
influential motor 
trade body.

Gillespie brings 
to the post some 
25 years of 
international 
experience in the 
automotive and 
marine sectors, 
having previously 

held senior roles with Ricardo plc and 
Schenck AG. He joined MIRA in 2009 and 
presided over its sale in 2015 to HORIBA 
Japan. Today, HORIBA MIRA is a global 
provider of engineering, research, devel-
opment and testing services for the 
automotive industry.

 “This is a pivotal time in our industry,” 
Gillespie said. ”Not only is the global 
automotive industry undergoing huge 
amounts of technological change but we 
have the unique challenges of Brexit and 
improving air quality to address at the 
same time.” 

Change at the Top at BBB Industries

New Chairman of STMC

UK’s SMMT Elects New President

BBB Acquires Remy 
Power Products

Duncan Gillis, CEO of BBB 
Industries

Dr George Gillespie 
Obe, New Smmt 
President

Dave Overbeeke, CEO 
of Remy  Holdings

Concurrently, BBB Industries announced 
that it has acquired Remy’s North 
 American Rotating Electric business, 
including World Wide Automotive, LLC, 
and Remy Mexico Holdings B.V., known as 
“Remy Power Products.”

“Remy’s remanu-
facturing exper-
tise and market 
understanding 
along with its 
proven ability to 
provide 
high-quality prod-
ucts is a natural 
complement to 
BBB,” CEO 
Duncan Gillis 
commented. 
“The Remy brand 
has a rich history, 
and I am excited 
about the 
opportunity to 
bring this added value to our existing and 
new customer relationships.”

“With continuity for our customers a key 
transaction priority, we are confident that 
BBB’s excellent aftermarket reputation and 
scale in rotating electrics will enhance 
the customers’ overall experience,” 
added Dave Overbeeke, CEO of Remy 
Holdings. 

Mike Josiah
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New Product Line and 
New Brand for Cardone

Arnott Europe Achieves Multi-Site TÜV Certification

RIC Board Adding Breadth and Depth

New Operations 
Manager at FER (UK)

Owen Laurenson

CARDONE Industries, the world’s largest 
privately owned remanufacturer, is market-
ing a new product line of brake solutions 
designed specifically for the heavy-duty 
aftermarket.

At the same time, Cardone has announced 
the overhaul of its brand. The move 
includes new packaging and a refreshed 
logo as well as the redesign of Cardone’s 
website to ‘offer a more user-friendly 
experience for customers’.

“Engineers are a curious and adventurous 
group, always pursuing improvements and 
enhancements to today’s products to 
create tomorrow’s solutions. We celebrate 
that pursuit by re-engineering our very 
brand,” said Cardone CEO and President 
Stan Gowisnock.

“By including air disc calipers, brake pads, 
rotors and other accessories the full 

updated line is designed to provide 
customers with all components needed to 
replace the entire brake system for Class 7 
and 8 vehicles, such as trucks, tractors, 
trailers and school buses,” the company 
stated. 

Sharla Holladay

Owen Laurenson has been named Opera-
tions Manager at the UK Federation of 
Engine Re-manufacturers (FER). The 
position involves 
developing strategies to 
enhance FER’s reputa-
tion. The aim is to add 
to the brand’s credibility 
within the automotive 
industry, FER said. 

Laurenson will also be 
responsible for adding value to member-
ships for existing members, as well as for 
future FER members and their customers.

In previous operational positions Laurenson 
managed the European Roadside Assis-
tance Service at Jaguar Land Rover. At 
General Motors Europe, he held various 
business management positions involving 
finance, corporate planning, training and 
purchasing. 

Arnott Air Suspension Products’ European 
arm in The Netherlands now boasts TÜV 
certification for its EU production site in 
s’Hertogenbosh. The certification follows 
the previous TÜV Rheinland and ISO 
9001:2015 certifications of Arnott’s 
suspension parts and accessories for 
luxury cars, pick-up trucks, and SUVs. 

Prior to earning TÜV’s certification, Arnott 
EU’s factory went through an extensive 
audit to confirm that the company meets 
the requirements related to its Quality 
Management System and Production 
Process, Arnott stated.
 
“We are proud to announce that we have 

been certified for the manufacturing of air 
suspension systems and conversion kits for 
passenger cars and the manufacture of air 
suspension conversion kits for motorcy-
cles,” the company said. “We see this as 
an exciting step towards proving that the 
aftermarket can trust that Arnott offers the 
highest quality air suspension products.” 

Stan Gowisnock

Sharla Holladay, co-owner of  Best Bever-
age Equipment Services in Jacksonville, 
Arkansas, has joined the Board of Directors 
of the Remanufacturing Industries Council, 
RIC. Holladay will represent the restaurant 
equipment remanufacturing industry on 
the RIC Board of Directors. Holladay has 
worked on remanufacturing standards in 
the Foodservice sector since 1999. 

In addition to the election of Holladay, the 
following RIC Board members were 
reelected to new terms: Vaughn Henson, 
General Manager, SRC Logistics; Nabil 

Nasr, CEO, REMADE Institute & Associate 
Provost and Director, Golisano Institute for 
Sustainability, Rochester Institute of 
Technology; Jeffrey Stukenborg: Chief 
Engineer, Reman, WABCO Reman 
 Solutions; and Todd Wieland, Director of 
Engineering – New & ReCon Parts 
 Manufacturing, Cummins, Inc. 

“RIC welcomes Sharla Holladay and looks 
forward to the additional perspective and 
expertise she will bring from the restaurant 
equipment remanufacturing industry. Our 
returning Directors will continue their 

support and guidance 
as we proactively 
confront the challeng-
es that exist for the 
remanufacturing 
industry,” RIC said in a 
statement. 

“The Remanufacturing 
Industries Council Board of Directors 
illustrates the cross-industry nature of the 
Council with total Board representation of 
nine of the 12 recognized remanufacturing 
industries.” 
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powertrain systems are important catalysts 
for growth, and this acquisition further 
establishes us as a leader in this market.”

STRONGER MARKET POSITION
Following the addition of E&M Power to its 
stable, MPA is merging the business into 
D&V under President William J. Hardy, chief 
executive offi cer of D&V Electronics. A long 

term manager at MPA, Hardy who relocated 
to the D&V headquarters last year, takes an 
optimistic view of the acquisition:

“E&M’s advanced power emulators for 
hybrid and electric vehicle motor develop-
ment and its DC emulator capabilities for 
microgrid and energy storage greatly 

enhance our market position – providing 
respected technology, operational synergies 
and future growth opportunities,” he said.

Dave Eddy, President and co-founder of 
E&M Power stressed the opportunities this 
new partnership will bring beyond the 

automotive industry.
“We look forward to exciting sales synergies 
as we combine the unique technologies of 
E&M Power and D&V Electronics, which 
target the same key customers in the 

MPA Adds To Growing Portfolio

Barely one year after the company’s 
purchase of innovative Canadian 
testing equipment company, D&V 
Electronics, MPA, acquired 
another advanced testing 

equipment company, E&M Power, of 
Binghampton, New York. 

At the same time, MPA announced that the 
company has acquired Ontario, Canada, 
based Dixie Electric, Ltd., with remanufac-
turing facilities in Canada and India, 
10 distribution warehouses in Canada and 
the US, and a workforce of 250 people.

E&M expands the testing equipment 
expertise, including activities in the aero-
space industry. Dixie mainly adds to MPA’s 
already heavy presence in heavy duty 
rotating electricals.

The moves refl ect MPA’s ambition to grow 
the company’s role across its broad portfolio 
within reman-related areas and, in the case 
of E&M, to benefi t from potential opportu-
nities in aerospace.

“The acquisition of E&M Power comple-
ments the industry position of D&V Elec-
tronics, our wholly owned subsidiary, and 
expands its electric powertrain portfolio,” 
said Selwyn Joffe, Chairman, President and 
CEO of MPA. “In addition, the acquisition 
provides entry into the aerospace market 
through E&M’s unique technology and its 
key customer relationships. The increasing 
complexity and development of electric 

Two acquisitions in January set to strengthen Motorcar Parts of America’s position as 
a leading automotive remanufacturer

Motorcar Parts of America, Inc. is a remanufacturer, manufacturer and distributor of 
automotive aftermarket parts.  MPA’s products are sold to automotive retail outlets 
and the professional repair market throughout the United States and Canada, with 
facilities located in California, Mexico, Malaysia and China, and administrative offi ces 
located in California, Tennessee, Mexico, Singapore, Malaysia and Canada. 

The company also develops, designs and manufactures testing solutions for testing of 
alternators, starters, electric motors, batteries, inverters and belt starter generators 
for both the OE and aftermarket. 

Remanufacturing constitutes about 75 percent of the company’s business.
Continued on page 11

William Hardy (D&V)

Dave Eddy (E&M founder)

Selwyn Joffe
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automotive industry,” he said. “In addition, 
our combined technologies will offer 
exciting expansion opportunities in the 
aerospace industry.”

BENEFITS
Angelo Bucciol, Dixie Electrical’s president 
and founder commented: 
“We look forward to benefi ting from 
Motorcar Parts of America’s market 
leadership within the rotating electrical 
market, as well as its strong fi nancial 
position to further enhance Dixie’s strategic 
growth initiatives, product development 
and customer service programs.”

Based in the corporate offi ce in California 
until now, Peter Murnen, a veteran of the 
aftermarket industry and most recently vice 
president of marketing at MPA America, will 
relocate to Ontario to serve as Dixie’s CEO.

“With the distribution locations in Canada 
and the United States Dixie’s heavy-duty 
manufacturing strength and footprint, 
together with our manufacturing presence 
in India, there is signifi cant opportunities for 
growth, and I look forward to joining the 
team,” Murnen said. 

Peter Murnen  

Angelo Bucciol  (Dixie)

Continued from page 10 Remanufacturers 
Preparing for Reman Day 2
Remanufacturers around the globe are turning their attention to the 
second global Reman Day to be celebrated on April 11

The inaugural 2018 Reman Day set a 
higher bar for success than anyone 
expected, when 127 locations, in 

eight of 12 reman sectors, in 17 countries 
on six continents attracted tens of thou-
sands of people.

The coordinators at the Remanufacturing 
Industries Council, RIC, in Rochester, 
New York, expect signifi cant increases in 
participation of companies, locations and 
people the second time around.

“All indications are that it will defi nitely be 
bigger than last year,” said Jenn Brake, RIC 
Director of Marketing and Membership. 

SIGN UP
Like  last year, participating companies, 
organizations and institutions can register 
their events in advance on the RemanDay.
org website, which also offers a wide range 
of ideas and helpful tools.

REMAN DAY MERCHANDIZE
An online Reman Day shop is offering 
Reman Day merchandize for event give-
aways, including t-shirts, caps, mugs and a 
backpack, among other items. Many of the 
Reman Day items can be customized with 
company logos.The store will be open and 
take orders through March 4th.

ONLINE FESTIVAL
Participating companies are encouraged to 
sign up to an online Reman Day Festival 
which will be a daylong celebration on 
Reman Day highlighting company events 
and educational webinars.

“The goal of the festival is to provide a 
platform to bring together Reman Day 
events around the world and provide 
 valuable educational webinars on remanu-
facturing,” said Brake. 

Jenn Brake

Preparing for Reman Day 2
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A Product for 
All Seasons
Baking soda saved the Statue of Liberty and is carving 
its niche among remanufacturers worldwide  

By Niels V Christiansen
US Editor

For 173 years, baking soda has 
been an important ingredient of 
daily life.
 
It leavens our breads, cleans and 

disinfects bathrooms and kitchens, relieves 
heartburn, soothes aching feet, keeps ants 
out of homes, deodorizes our refrigerators 
and much more. The list goes on and on, 
and it has turned the Church & Dwight 
Company, America’s oldest incorporated 
company and owner of the earliest US 
trade mark logo – the Arm & Hammer 
baking soda symbol, into a $4 billion 
household goods manufacturer.
 
Today, baking soda, or sodium bicarbo-
nate, is also becoming known as perhaps 
the most gentle, effective and environmen-
tally responsible abrasive blast cleaning 
media used across many industries, 
including the full spectrum of remanufac-
turing.

“The one advantage sodium 
bicarbonate has over all 
other blasting processes is 
that while it breaks down 
and removes oil, grease, 
paint and other contami-
nants, it never damages the 
product,” said Brian Waple, 
Business Manager of the 
Church & Dwight Compa-
ny’s Armex subsidiary and 
it’s ArmaKleen joint venture, 
which market the Armex 
sodium bicarbonate 
blasting formulations. “This 
is crucial in remanufactur-
ing, where once you start 
removing surface material, 
you also change the 
specifications and the 
tolerances, and the whole 
process is disrupted.”
 
SAVING LADY LIBERTY
It was also crucial in 1984, 
when the United States National Park 
Service wanted to save the Statue of 
Liberty in New York harbor from terminal 
corrosion. A century of exposure to the 
harsh salty marine environment was eating 
away at Lady Liberty’s iron structure and 
her thin and delicate copper exterior. 
 
The biggest problem was the removal of 
100 years of layers of protective paints on 
the inside of the copper skin. The engi-
neers used liquid nitrogen to freeze 
fracture the paint, but the very first coat 
from 1886 was a tough coal tar epoxy that 
wouldn’t budge.  

The engineers decided that the only way to 
remove it was with abrasive blasting. But 
the copper on the 151 feet (45 meter) tall 
statue is only as thick as a copper penny, 

and sand or any other blasting media 
known at the time would blow holes in the 
Statue of Liberty.
 
In their search for answers, the engineers 
discovered that baking soda offers a 
suitably soft particulate material that would 
abrade the coating and do no damage to 
the copper.
 
They went to Church & Dwight Company 
with their breakthrough, and yet another 
worldwide market for baking soda was 
born, with implications far into the future 
circular economy.    
 
NEW MARKET
The company donated the 10 tons of 
sodium carbonate to complete the world’s 
first soda blasting job. The restored Statue 
of Liberty was reopened in time for the US 

Brian Waple - making inroads in reman with 
tried and true baking soda

Ready for the makeover. The Statue of Liberty in 1984
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bicentennial celebration in 1986. In 
1990, after four years of research, and 
development of soda blasting equipment, 
Church & Dwight Company made its 
Armex abrasive sodium carbonate blasting 
commercially available.
 
Because of its non-destructive cleaning 
properties, this opened up for a wide 
range of applications. Baking soda blasting 
can remove contaminants from most 
metals, bricks, marble and many other hard 
surfaces with zero damage to the sub-

strate. It is used to remove mold and 
graffiti, clean and restore new and histori-
cal buildings, remove excess rubber from 
airport runways and imbedded lights, clean 
silos and even clean and preserve rare 
dinosaur bones. 
 
But according to Waple, the biggest 
growth potential is in remanufacturing, 
where every process starts with cleaning.    
 
“Remanufacturing now accounts for about 
40% of our sales,” he said. “We are very 
large in gasoline and diesel engines, 
transmissions, starters, turbochargers, man-
ifolds and large engine blocks. The same is 
true for aerospace in maintaining and 
remanufacturing landing gear and engines. 
Maintenance and remanufacturing of 
pumps, wind turbines, farm equipment are 
future growth areas. So is the food and 
beverage industry, where one of the many 
advantages of baking soda is that it is 
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration. It is not only non-toxic. It’s 
an actual ingredient in food.” 
 
TESTING SERVICE
Just as new household uses for baking 
soda are regularly added to the list, new 
cleaning applications in remanufacturing 
and other industries are identified – many 

of them in the ArmaKleen Technical Center, 
a testing facility near Princeton, New 
Jersey, near the company headquarters. 

Sodium bicarbonate blasting for specific 
products is tested here alongside a full line 
of environmentally friendly aqueous 
ArmaKleen chemical cleaning solvents.  
The center is headed by Church & Dwight 
Company Senior Chemist Andy Logan, a 
chemical engineer who has a detailed 
knowledge of each cleaning process after 
joining ArmaKleen while the first commer-
cial soda blasting formulations were 
developed. 
 
“People send in samples of parts or 
products they want to clean to analyze the 
pros and cons and cost effectiveness of our 
cleaning processes,” he said. “We provide 
before and after pictures, and send a 

Armex sodium bicarbonate blasting 
media, produced by Church & Dwight 
Company, is currently sold in 12 formu-
lations.

In the United States and Canada,  
Armex is sold through the ArmaKleen 
Company, a joint venture between 
Church and Dwight Company and 
safety-kleen, a Clean Harbors compa-
ny. ArmaKleen also sells a full range of 
Church & Dwight aqueous cleaners for 
parts cleaning.

Outside of North America, Armex is 
sold by Church & Dwight Company.

Andy Logan - a unique test cleaning program to build the business one customer at a time

A partially soda blasted part
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detailed report of the process used and 
the outcome back with the cleaned 
samples.”
 

“While (Baking 
Soda) breaks down 
and removes oil, 
grease, paint and 
other contami-
nants, it never 
damages the 
 product”
“Through the demonstration, we may 
show whether a particular process is the 
right way to go. We may find better 
alternatives within our range of sodium 
bicarbonate blasting and aqueous 
cleaning solutions, or we may find that the 
potential customer is better off going in a 
different direction. It’s free of charge.  It’s 
a unique service, and it’s a central part of 

how we are building our business one 
customer at a time.”

Like the Statue of Liberty project helped 
identify a new cleaning industry, the 
thousands of demonstration tests over the 
years in Logan’s center have helped 
identify niches for both the ArmaKleen 
aqueous cleaners and soda blasting. 

Soda blasting currently accounts for an 
estimated 1.1% of the world abrasive 
cleaning - a number that is set to increase 
as remanufacturing and environmental 
concerns become ever more important. 

Catching on Fast
A new sodium bicarbonate formula-
tion, specially designed for remanufac-
turing, was introduced last summer 
and is catching on fast, according to 
Armex Business Manager Brian Waple.

Re-Man XL is the first new Armex soda 
blasting formulation in 15 years. It was 
developed to better penetrate the 
promising remanufacturing industry.

“Most cleaning in remanufacturing is 
done in contained blast cabinets 
where fine particles created by the 
blasting process may limit visibility and 
slow the cleaning process,” explained 
Waple. “We were able to optimize the 
crystal size in Re-Man XL for remanu-
facturing and reduce the fine dust 
particles by 75%. This improves the 
visibility in the cabinets, saves resourc-
es and speeds up the cleaning 
process.” 

So far, the roll-out has focused on the 
transportation reman sector. Next up 
is aerospace, one of the stronger soda 
blasting markets, and other reman 
sectors.

Andy Logan and Brian Waple - most reman 
soda blasting is done in blast cabinets
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What do you do once you 
have built a successful 
company and then sold it 
to a large international 
operation?

Retire to a place in the sun to enjoy the 
fruits of all those years of hard work? Sign 
up with the club pro to perfect your swing? 
Book a round-the-world cruise? Or do you 
venture beyond your comfort zone to take 
on the challenge of your wildest dreams?

Ian Warhurst, the 49 year-old British 
engineer, entrepreneur, and well-known 
parts supplier to reconditioners and 
remanufacturers in more than 100 countries, 
chose the latter. Warhurst wants to save the 
world’s fastest car project – and hopes to 
inspire young people along the way.

Beginning in 1995, Warhurst built Melett 
Ltd., the Yorkshire, UK-based supplier and 
manufacturer of turbocharger parts into an 
innovative, market leading specialist 
business. In 2017, he sold his company to 
Wabtec, the Pennsylvania-based corpora-
tion that provides equipment, systems and 
value-added services for transit and freight 
rail across the world.

The sale did not mark his farewell to 
engineering. Instead, Warhurst is now 

committing his considerable technical 
expertise to a more exotic project, and 
securing the future of the world’s fastest car, 
a rocket-like monster, running at the speed 
of sound, and known as Bloodhound. 

OFF TRACK
Despite the support of the UK Ministry of 
Defense and high-tech giant Rolls Royce, 
Bloodhound last year was far off track and 
moving fast towards closure due to lack of 
funds. Until Warhurst stepped in, that is.

At the time, the administrators were said to 
be looking to raise £25 million to keep the 
project going but had found no takers 
before Warhurst arrived on the scene and 
acquired the business and assets. 

The project, formally known as Bloodhound 
SSC, is aiming to develop the vehicle to 
match or exceed 1,000 miles per hour and 
set a new all-time world land speed record.

135,000 HORSEPOWER
Pencil-shaped and powered by a jet 
engine and a rocket engine, Bloodhound 
has so far been tested at speeds of up to 
300 miles per hour in Newquay, Cornwall, 
UK. Future tests will now take place on the 
Hakskeen Pan in South Africa, where a 12 
miles long and 2 miles wide track has been 
cleared.

At 135,000 horsepower, weighing 7,5 tons 
and followed by car enthusiasts in 200 
countries, Bloodhound combines fast jet, F1 
race car and rocket technologies, so it is not 
exactly a hobby project. In fact, it is more a 
high-tech scientific challenge aimed at 
inspiring the next generation of scientists 
and engineers by merging science, technol-
ogy engineering and mathematics in the 
most exciting manner. 

Warhurst says he is inspired by the vision 
behind the project as an international 
education initiative.

“I have been overwhelmed by the level of 
interest and messages of goodwill following 
the news that I have bought Bloodhound. 
It’s clear how much this unique British 
project means to people, all around the 
world.”, he said. “My family and I have been 
supporters, too, for many years and I am 
delighted to have been able to safeguard 
the business and assets.”

“I know how important it is to inspire young 
people about science, technology, engi-
neering and maths. Bloodhound brings 
these subjects to life in the most exciting 
way possible and I want to ensure it can 
continue doing that into the 
future.” 

The Reman Supplier who Wants
to Save the World’s Fastest Car

Ian Warhurst, the British engineer 
behind the succesful Melett Ltd., 

takes on his next challenge
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Reman Engine 
Comeback Issue 
Resolved 
A UK-based workshop equipment manu-
facturer thinks it has resolved an issue that 
could reduce comebacks for engine 
remanufacturers and improve the quality of 
certain remanufactured Porsche engines.

Scoring of cylinder bores - parallel vertical 
marks detected either under boroscope 
investigation or after an engine has been 
stripped down for remanufacturing - have 
been found in some damaged second- 
generation Porsche engines (circa 2008 
onwards) with less than 25,000 miles on the 
clock. 

ASNU, a Hertfordshire-based manufacturer 
of workshop equipment says that too 
often, remanufacturers assume the scoring 
is a symptom caused by either engine 
knocking or engine seizure. An alternative 
view is that these marks are the result of 
‘bore wash’, due to a carbon build-up that 
creates problems with the injector valves. 

“It’s a problem that a lot of engine remanu-
facturers don’t understand,” says ASNU 
director Phil Ellisdon. “As well as replacing 
the bores, the injectors must be tested and 
serviced, ensuring the cause of the 
problem is not fitted back into the engine,” 
he adds.

He says US engine remanufacturers and 
rebuilders regularly test and service 
injectors as part of their standard workshop 
practices. It’s understood that it enhances 
the remanufacturing process. In Europe, 
the testing and servicing of injectors is 
apparently far less common. 

remanufactures some components but also 
stores new components. These are 
supplied to more than 500 distributors 
around the UK and Europe. Its product 
range includes driveshafts; brake calipers; 
hydraulic steering racks and pumps.
 
Ardenton targets the majority of its 
investments in businesses alongside strong 
incumbent management teams. The first 
UK office was set up in 2017 and there are 
now two. It has other offices in Canada (4) 
and the US (3).

Shaftec has been supplying remanufac-
tured and new parts to the motor trade for 
over 20 years. Its range of products 
available includes driveshafts, CV joints, 
brake calipers, steering racks, steering 
pumps and boot kits. 

Canadian Investor to Open  
European Frontiers for UK’s Shaftec
Canadian-based private investment compa-
ny Ardenton Capital Corporation is to 
invest capital in Shaftec, one of the UK’s 
leading remanufacturers of transmission, 
braking and steering components.

Shaftec was founded by Managing 
Director, Robert Jones, 23 years ago. He 
says the Ardenton investment will allow 
growth into “new European markets and 
extend brand awareness.”

With 130 employees, Shaftec operates 
from a site in Birmingham from where it 

UK Core Supplier Goes 
for New Opportunities

ing unit has been acquired. The company 
plans to provide DPF cleaning services 
under its own brand name to satisfy known 
demand among existing customers.

Investment in a hammer mill, for process-
ing the honeycombed 
material from some of 
the latest catalytic 
converters, is an 
opportunity to take on 
further business. 
Refining companies are 
reluctant to accept a 
returned mix with more 
than 2-3% of silicon:

“The material now has 
to be split to satisfy the 
needs of the refiners. 
It’s a change that has 
taken this part of the 
recycling process out of 
the reach of small 

breakers yards because they won’t have 
the capability to manage the separation,” 
he says. 

Automotive core supplier Autoparts UK has 
built a new 47x18m2 manufacturing unit on 
its South of England site at Dunsfold in 
Sussex. The company has also announced 
plans to expand services further into the 
automotive sector.

Managing director Ross Barnes says he is 
anticipating a revival in the popularity of 
diesel driven vehicles and a new DPF clean-

UK AUTOMOTIVE
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Fake Turbo Parts Warning
Turbo Technics took to social media in 
December to deliver a warning about fake 
turbocharger products being sold online 
under its name.

In a well-liked tweet, the UK company – 
which manufactures new and remanufac-
tured turbochargers in addition to design-
ing and supplying testing equipment, said: 

“It has come to our attention that we have 
had another rise in turbochargers and 
CHRA/Cores being sold claiming to be 
from us.” 

Centre Housing Rotating Assemblies or 
core assemblies must be rigorously tested 

and balanced as part of the turbocharger 
manufacturing/remanufacturing process. 
The balance sheet testifies to the integrity 
of the supplied part – which in this case is a 
fake.

The Northamptonshire-based company 
went on to publish an image on Instagram 
that was described as showing, “clearly to 
the trained eye, a fake balance sheet. Just 
doesn’t look right, does it? We have seen 
photocopies of genuine sheets, all sorts.”

A second image showed a genuine balance 
sheet and drew attention to the genuine 
stamp, print, graph and the high tolerance 
rates involved in achieving a ‘pass’. 

Turbo Technics informs installers and 
private buyers:

“We do not sell online. We do not sell 
CHRA/Cores, period.” 

OE Reman A Route to Survival
A UK clutch remanufacturer about to 
celebrate a half century in the business 
thinks alignment with OE reman pro-
grammes is an increasingly attractive route 
for independent remanufacturers.

Surrey-based Fleetway Clutches has 
evolved into one of the UK’s largest 
independent remanufacturers 
of clutch components. As well as produc-
ing reman clutches for passenger car and 
light commercial vehicles, Director David 
Minnett says the business also supplies 
replacements for forklift trucks and other 
special lifting equipment.

To date, he and his team have successfully 
fought off competition by focusing on 
niche reman markets. This includes the 
market for self-adjusting clutches, a 
technology that that low-cost new parts 
suppliers in Asia apparently find more 
difficult to master.

In the never-ending fight against cheap 
imports of ‘new products’, however, he 
thinks the key to survival for independent 
specialists may be changing. As Fleetway’s 
2019 anniversary approaches, he says:

“We have always worked with OE parts. In 

the future, we 
may have to 
seek the 
greater 
security of OE 
reman 
programmes. 
Vehicle 
manufacturers 
have already 
expressed an 
interest in the 
quality of our products with a view to 
expanding them into their own reman 
ranges.” 

DPF demand forces Ceramex to expand
Ceramex invests over £3 million ahead of a growing demand for Diesel Particulate Filter Refurbishing

Ceramex Limited, an International supplier 
of remanufactured Diesel Particulate Filter 
solutions, invests over £3 million in a new 
facility upgrade.

Colin Lewis, Managing Director of  
 Ceramex stated: 

 “With the ever-increasing demand for 
tighter emission controls and the fitment of 
DPFs, it is inevitable that the demand for 
refurbishing DPFs is going to increase. 

Making sure we can handle future de-
mands is extremely important to us and 
this new investment goes a long way to 
satisfying future customer demands. This 

facility upgrade will endeavour to maintain 
our dominance in the market place and 
further increases our capability to handle 
even more volume.”   

Ceramex is a British company that supplies 
DPF refurbishing services to some of the 
world’s largest vehicle and equipment 
 manufacturers, with service centers in UK, 
North America and Japan. The company 
also cleans filters for heavy duty, LCV and 
passenger cars via its distributors. 
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Refl ections on remanufacturing

By Robert Isherwood
CEO, Ambac International

Remanufacturing is an odd 
process.

At one and the same time it 
contains all the complexities of 

new manufacturing as well as utilizing a 
supply chain that moves in both directions.  
It’s a circular progression; production costs 
are variable, and you can face high invento-
ry levels of potentially useless materials. 

Worn parts complete the circle from 
returned core to remanufactured product 
to customer and then back to core returns, 
creating ever-shifting customer and 
supplier roles.  

Much like any other industry, high quality 
remanufactured products face stiff compe-
tition from poor quality alternatives. After 
decades of remanufacturing heavy-duty 
fuel injection systems for some of the 
heaviest duty engines in the world, we at 
Ambac have discovered several hints that 
you may fi nd helpful.

1.  Experience matters. Just because you 
can take it apart doesn’t mean you can 
remanufacture it. Often there are details 
that are so minute and miniscule that 
they are easily overlooked. Have you 
ever put something back together to 
fi nd you had an “extra” screw left over? 
Sure, the item may look and even briefl y 
function as it should, but will it stand the 
test of time? Experience knows.

2.  Learn, train, teach, and then 
 mentor. Learning pays dividends for a 
long time. With a strong knowledge 

base and team of mentors who have 
travelled the road before you, you’ll 
possess the confi dence that is necessary 
to make the dozens of judgment calls 
that are required to remanufacture a 
complex part. For example, every core 
and every component must be evaluat-
ed for reuse, repair, or replacement; and 
then assembled and tested to exacting 
standards. Be open to learning. Ask 
questions. You may be surprised to fi nd 
that some of your very best teachers 
(besides experience) will include your 
suppliers, customers, audit teams, 
consultants, and the media. Most 
importantly, share what you have 
learned.

3.  Reman is a team sport, although 
ideally all of business should be thought 
of as such. It’s why we practice open 
book management and The Great 
Game of Business (Jack Stack’s book on 
Management Philosophy). However, the 
twist in remanufacturing is that it’s a 
highly variable process. Variable factors 
include a solid supply of good core, 
yields in the qualifi cation process, test 
results, sales cycles, product cycles, as 
well as getting the core back to start 
again. The only stable predictability – 
and as a result success – comes from the 
team, which includes your suppliers and 
customers, working together across all 
lines to smooth the variances.  If they’re 
not winning, you can’t win.

4.  Remanufacturing is a lot of fun. Seri-
ously if you’re not having a great time, 
you’re missing the point. Yes, there are 

problems everywhere, and we have 
solutions. When we work together to 
solve an issue, or we experience a win, 
we celebrate, and then we play another 
round.

5.  We didn’t invent any of this, large credit 
goes to our teachers. From The Great 
Game of Business, our associates, our 
industry associations, our suppliers, and 
of course to our customers – we’ve 
benefi ted from their experience, 
learning, team building, and fun. 

Ground Rules for Successful Reman

Robert Isherwood is CEO at Ambac 
International in Columbia, South 
Carolina, which has been manufactur-
ing and supplying Diesel Fuel Injection 
systems for heavy duty and military 
applications since 1908.

Reman Voices is an occasional guest 
column with views and observations by 
people in the remanufacturing industry

Reman Day II is April 11, 2019 
SAVE THE DATE
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Automotive Industry’s Changing
Relationships with Car Owners
Will Impact Heavily on Reman 

partners, many of which were not 
contemplated five years ago.

Consider the auto impact coming 
from Silicon Valley. New technolo-
gies, like connected cars and ride 
sharing, create an environment 
where there is an enriched relation-
ship with the end user, with direct 
purchasing and service activities 
taking place across the lifetime of 
the car. In fact, connected cars are to 
the automotive industry what the 
iPhone was to the phone industry – and 
that is revolutionary, especially in the 
context of remanufacturing.
   
These new technologies present threats 
and opportunities, but perhaps the 
biggest challenge is the speed at which all 

of this is happening. Previously, the 
introduction of a new automotive plat-
form, transmission or engine technology 
might have taken three to five years to 
design, develop and move into commer-
cial launch. Today, we’re seeing new 
technologies and business models 
launched in less than a year.

While evolution builds on the past, 
revolution is often instantaneous – and 
that aspect is new to an industry accus-
tomed to gradual change. Many of these 
revolutionary technologies and business 
models are coming from adjacent indus-
tries, so the industry is transitioning from 
one that historically had few players with 
great longevity to one that is much 
broader, often partnering with companies 
that had little to no automotive experi-
ence until recently.

In short, the automotive industry has 
become more diverse and collaborative. 
The industry’s relationships with Silicon 
Valley, telecom providers and ride sharing 

For many remanufacturers, the magnitude and pace of change in the automotive industry is 
overwhelming. The auto industry is moving into a truly revolutionary phase, with new technologies 
leading the way

By Mike Rayne

While the industry’s focus 
has been on powertrain, 
safety and security, and 
infotainment innovation, 
its relationship with 

vehicle owners and other end users has 
received less attention. Today, these 
relationships are changing and will 
continue to do so, perhaps significantly, 
which directly impacts the world of 
automotive remanufacturing. 

THE CHALLENGES OF RAPID 
 TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
From a technology perspective, connect-
ed cars, ride sharing and autonomous 
driving will create a dramatic shift in the 
remanufacturing business model. The 
automotive industry has broadened to 
encompass new business models and 
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companies are a few examples – all of 
which are positive and underpin synergies 
that allow auto companies to capitalize on 
these opportunities, and better manage 
the risks. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR CEOS 
AND BOARDS
This revolutionary era has created chal-
lenges for companies. For many CEOs and 
boards, the message we hear is one of 
being overwhelmed by the volume, 
complexity and associated risks of new 
technology-driven business models. What 
do CEOs want to know? They’re of course 
interested in the state of the competitive 
environment and the direction the market 
is moving. 

Understanding the 
impact of electric 
vehicles and 
 hybrids is essential
However, to run their businesses, they also 
need to understand how to implement 
and execute these new strategies. For 
aftermarket and remanufacturing CEOs, 
understanding the impact of electric 
vehicles and hybrids on their product port-
folio and its implications for the channel 

distribution of connected vehicle technol-
ogies is essential.

THE MARKET DRIVERS
As we drill down into the complexities of 
new business models, we see four market 
drivers: powertrain, connected cars, 
autonomous vehicles and ride sharing. 

The fi rst driver we’ll explore is the power-
train sector. What is the power and 
propulsion source of vehicles of the future 
– is it electric, hybrid, diesel, gasoline, 
hydrogen, or is it something else? 

The answer directly impacts the skills and 
infrastructure that remanufacturers will 
require to survive in the future. The timing 
and pace of powertrain change is driven 
by improved fuel economy legislation, 
especially in North America, where the 
corporate average fuel economy stand-
ards eventually will increase to 54 miles 
per gallon. It is also impacted by vehicle 
emissions and the way in which legislators 
address inner-city pollution with CO2 
limits and congestion charges. 

The second market driver is centered on 
connected vehicles and new technologies 
that will create a retail environment 
between the driver and a variety of goods 
and services, which includes everything 
from purchasing insurance and online 
entertainment to predictive failure analysis 

that facilitates improved 
vehicle service and repair. It’s 
an exciting fi eld that 
already involves 
expanded services 
rapidly emerging 
before our eyes. 

The third market 
driver is autonomous 
driving – perhaps the most 
topical and controversial 
subject the industry is dealing 
with, including federal and 
state legislation, and drivers’ 
acceptance of self- driving 
vehicles. However, there has 
been signifi cant investment in 
advanced driver assistance 
systems and the remanufactur-
ing industry should prepare for 
its introduction. There are 

hurdles to be overcome, but the market 
has embraced the concept and service 
models are evolving which will directly 
impact remanufacturers. 

The fourth driver is vehicle ownership, 
which may be the greatest concern for 
traditional original equipment manufactur-
ers (“OEMs”) in terms of their vehicle 
production forecasts for 2025 and be-
yond. This opens a discussion on car 
sharing and transportation choices in 
general, including leading ride sharing 
companies. While there are certainly 
challenges, risks and threats, there are 
also great opportunities, for example, the 
connected car. The key to fi guring out 
which technologies and trends to embrace 
is the timing of adoption – entering a 
market too early consumes capital with 
little return, while entering too late allows 
the competition to drive down price. 
Nowhere is this debate more relevant than 
in the powertrain sector. 

IN THE NEXT EDITION:
THE BATTLE FOR POWERTRAIN 
 MARKET SHARE

Mike Rayne is a Managing Director in 
FTI Consulting’s Business Transforma-
tion practice and has over 35 years of 
experience in leadership positions the 
automotive industry. For more 
information on FTI Consulting’s 
automotive industry practice, visit 
fticonsulting.com/automotive.

Electric &
Alternative
Powertrain

Connected
Vehicles

Autonomous
Driving

Ride Share
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For close to 20 years, Las Vegas, Nevada, 
was home to APRA’s Big R remanufacturing 
exhibition. The exception was 2018 when 
the exhibition, one of the automotive 
reman industry’s big traditions, relocated 
to the NAACE automotive show in Atlanta, 
Georgia.

After this brief excursion, Big R will return 
to Nevada and happening again in Vegas.

From October 31st to November 2nd the 
show will take place at the legendary 
Caesars Palace on The Las Vegas Strip, 

co-locating with the Automatic Transmis-
sion Rebuilders Association, ATRA’s 
Powertrain Exhibition. On several previous 
occasions, the two shows have shared 
facilities in Las Vegas and, in general, 
shared attendees with similar interests.

“In the past, we have joined forces for a 
great show and we believe this year will be 
another great collaboration,” said APRA 
president Joe Kripli. “The two groups have 
a lot in common because of the standard 
processes used in remanufacturing and 
rebuilding. Both groups disassemble, 

clean, inspect, and replace used or worn 
parts before reassembly and testing. So 
many similar vendors and exhibitors are 
utilized by both groups. We are excited for 
members of both groups benefi ting from 
this collaboration.”

What Happens in Las Vegas (Clearly) 
Stays in Las Vegas

NEWS


